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About the Artist 

Margaret Courtney-Clarke was born and raised in Namibia 
where her grandfather served as secretary for South-West 
Africa, then a territory of the League of Nations. Courtney
Clarke's mother was one of the few Europeans fluent in the 
native language of the San people who lived there. In her 
early childhood years, Courtney-Clarke loved painting and 
drawing. She later developed an appreciation and interest in 
the paintings and rock engravings of the San and published 
several articles about them. Courtney-Clarke left Africa over 
twenty years ago to study art and photography, but her ties to 
Africa remain in her memories of her childhood spent there. 

Margaret Courtney-Clarke works as a photojournalist. 
Her interests lie in art and design. She decided to couple her 
professional skills and interests with her desire to travel, to 
record the art and design of mural painting along with the 
sociological, political and living conditions in West Africa. 
Because the murals painted by women onto the mud walls 
of their dwellings are impermanent, Courtney-Clarke found 
that few articles and books about them existed and those that 
were available were outdated. She found that no one had 
brought public attention to the traditional African rural life 
expressed through women's art. So, in 1986, Courtney-Clarke 
set out to document this neglected art. She was not certain 
where to look, but felt that she would find it. Her journey 
took three years and she discovered more mural decoration 
and spirit among the makers than she had expected. 

Teacher's Guide 

About the Art 

Courtney-Clarke's photography documents the mural art 
forms she found as she traveled through Nigeria, Ghana, 
Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Senegal, Mauritania and Mali. In 
remote rural settlements Courtney-Clarke found distinct 
building traditions that produced a striking architecture and 
decoration. The murals exist far from the influences of the 
Western world. The people who made them still live in tradi
tional ways that were passed on to them by previous genera
tions. Every year after the harvest, West African women 
gather to restore and paint their mud dwellings that have 
been washed and cleaned by heavy rains during the wet 
season. Using their hands as brushes and the walls as their 
canvas, the women create works of art with composition, 
technique and color that are as interesting and dynamic as 
any painting on canvas. Their mural paintings enhance an 

·· otherwise harsh landscape. 

Correlations to the Textbooks 

h l.evel 1: Lessons 6, 7, 10, 19, 51, 57. 
fi .Level2: Lessons Ui , 6, 7, 13, 25, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 52, 53. 
' Level3: Lessons 14, 15, U3, 37, U3R, U4, 47, 50. 



Looking at the AFt __ 

The art reproduction is really two pieces of art. First, it is a 
reproduction of Courtney-Clarke's photograph. Photogra
phy is an art form that requires much technical ability and a 
good sense of design. Second, the reproduction shows a West 
African mural artist, Silla Camara, at work on her mural. She 
is applying a paste of ground white limestone and water to a 
mud wall. In the past, only red, black and white earth were 
used to paint the murals. Younger women have added wash
ing blue, yellow, and tints and shades of red to their palette. 

Notice the division of the wall into blocks, resembling a 
quilt design. Murals use bold, geometric shapes and muted 
colors. Silla Camara applies paints to create repeating pat
terns. Notice also the beautiful, tie-dyed fabrics of Silla 
Camara's dress and head-wrapping. Women typically work 
together in groups of three to five and cooperate on the mur· 
al . The groups have leaders who serve informally, based on 
their experiences. The women are not competitive; their co
operation is part of their cultural belief in community. The 
painting methods are learned from mothers and passed on to 
daughters. Can you think of any similar art passed from 
parent to child in America? 
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Exploring Ideas 

• Look at the way the mural is divided into squares. By folding 
a piece of paper in half again and again, you can create a page 
of squares or rectangles. Try creating patterns using shapes 
and three to four colors in each square. Make each of your 
patterns different, but try to repeat one element. 
• Courtney-Clarke's documentation of the wome?'s murals 
gives viewers a unique look at an artist at work. Are there 
artists in your family or community that could be documented? 
Do you know of a quilter, weaver, potter, welder or basket· 
maker? If you know of people who create art, talk,with them 
and take notes on what they say. If you have a camera, take 
photographs of the artists at work. Share these with your 
classmates. 
• Find articles about artists in your community. Ask your 
librarian for help. Clip articles about artists and their work 
from your local paper. Share these by displaying them on a 
bulletin board. 
• Are there any murals in your community? How are they 
alike and different when compared to the work of the West 
African women Courtney-Clarke documented' 
• Is there an activity in your community similar to the 
women's cooperative effort to help in painting murals on 
their homes? Are there groups that beautify public parks or 
other lands? Perhaps you could think of some contributions 
you and your classmates could make to your school. Work 
with a friend and make a list of ideas for improving the 
appearance of your school and its surroundings. 
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